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1.    RIDER Database:  
1.1 Executive Summary: The Reference Image Database to Evaluate Response (RIDER) to 

therapy in lung cancer began as a highly leveraged and collaborative pilot project, initiated 
in September 2004, by the NCI's Cancer Imaging Program, NCI’s Center for Bioinformatics, 
the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Cancer 
Prevention and Research Foundation, and with information technology support from the 
Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). The specific aims and proposed methods to 
develop this public resource include:   

 
(a) Development and implementation of an NCI caBIG public resource with the following specific 

aims:  
 
• Transfer and archiving of de-identified DICOM serial CT and, later, PET CT image data 

and to include metadata and clinical outcome data where possible, from nationally and 
internationally distributed sites, acquired during the course of a range of different lung 
cancer drug and radiation therapy trials.  

• Public access to the data by end users (researchers, academicians, device and drug 
industry) for the purpose of optimizing change analysis software tools and benchmarking 
their performance, and/or other software development and validation purposes; prior to 
their use in clinical therapy trials.  

• Correlation of the results of change analysis tools that have the best benchmark 
performance with clinical outcome as a longer term goal, exercised in parallel with NCI 
or other privately funded drug trials, with knowledge that their clinical performance may 
be clinical protocol and drug specific. 

 
(b) Development of a broad consensus for the design and implementation of this resource by 

the RIDER steering committee, comprising academic researchers, program staff at NCI, 
members of caBIG, NIBIB, FDA (CDRH, CDER) and NIST, and implementation of the this 
resource using the following approaches:  
 
• Develop a validated database that will include methods of annotation and image markup 

and demonstrate its use for the assessment of change analysis software tools. The 
performance of software tools will be tested against this database during various stages 
of case accrual. One approach will include comparing the variance of a range of change-
analysis software tools under development by the RIDER consortium members. This 
variance metric is expected to serve both as a reference estimate of change over time, 
and as a means to determine the size and case content of the database, i.e., as required 
to differentiate the performance of different software tools. 

• Seek both national and international input into the design and implementation of the 
database, that includes publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals and 
presentations at national and international scientific meetings, including RSNA, ACR, 
SPIE, and AAPM, i.e., to ensure the public resource is are broadly accepted. 

• Develop validation and markup software, implemented in the caBIG Cancer Imaging 
Archive, consistent with NCI caBIG interoperability and open source requirements of the 
larger caBIG research community, which include metadata  analysis as required for 
clinical decision making.  

 
Building upon the success of this initial pilot phase, it is proposed that RIDER efforts be 

expanded from a pilot project to a demonstration project.  As a demonstration project, the RIDER 
database would be expanded beyond a pilot project to include additional image and related 
metadata from modalities such as X-ray CT and extended to PET-CT as applied to lung cancer. A 
second version of this document (RIDER V2) with address PET CT data, to be completed later this 
year. This data will be collected from a wide range of therapy trials supported by NCI and by the 
pharmaceutical industry.  One important goal of this effort would be to engage industry partners in 
the data collection, database design, and implementation to explore if the  database could be 
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useful in accelerating FDA approval and CMS reimbursement of therapeutic decisions made using 
software tools.  

 It is further proposed that this demonstration phase of the RIDER project include both 
continued support from the existing partners, as well as additional support for the private sector 
through a Public Private Partnership (PPP).  Because the RIDER project is not focused on a specific 
clinical treatment protocol, or a specific drug, there is little or no intellectual property associated 
with the generation of this public resource.  This demonstration project may thus provide an 
especially good opportunity to develop a successful PPP of interest to and supported by a broad 
range of stakeholders in this field, including the imaging, information technologies (IT), software 
and pharmaceutical industries.  The PPP would be coordinated by the Foundation for NIH, a non-
profit organization chartered by Congress to raise funds and establish public-private partnerships 
that complement and enhance NIH priorities and activities. 

A longer-term goal, which underlies the use of the term “demonstration project” for this 
next phase of RIDER, is to use the organizational structure of the RIDER PPP as a model for 
additional projects that would employ, and further evaluate, the most highly rated software tools, 
using data collected from future NCI clinical trials and, more broadly, trials conducted in other NIH 
institutes and centers.  NIBIB is especially interested an effort to engage not only NCI but other 
NIH ICs where imaging is being used as a clinical measure for the pathology of disease or its 
progression and treatment effectiveness.   

• By leveraging database resources across NIH in this way, in concert with other efforts such 
as the Biomarkers Consortium now being established with the Foundation for NIH, the 
development of more standardized methods for image data collection and validation of 
change analysis software tools can be accelerated. These goals are consistent with a recent 
trans-NIH BECON BISTI report (June 2004) submitted to the NIH roadmap committee; the 
potential for additional roadmap support for these resources could thus be explored. 
http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm. The goals are also consistent with a 
planned NIST workshop on standards for biomedical imaging:  
http://usms.nist.gov/workshops/bioimaging.htm   

 
   1.2 Progress Report and time lines for future plans: The following time lines are approximate 

and are dependent on the number of data collection sites and level of support for annotation and 
development of standardized methods for software assessment. 

 
Deliverables Completed: May 2006:    
• Accrual of image data into the RIDER database with advanced lung CA patients; currently 

over a 150 serial CT exams acquired, over 60 cases on the web. 
• Initial annotation of 20 cases using the full implementation of the RECIST criteria, with two 

independent observers. 
• Initial implementation of the RSNA MIRC software for image data collection that meets all 

de-identification and patient confidentiality requirements and permits a user friendly means 
to collect and archive image data through firewalls and from multiple sites both nationally 
and internationally. http://mirc.rsna.org/mirc/query  

• Integration of the open source MIRC software as part of the NCI caBIG infrastructure. Initial 
development of the web accessible public resource and query system, with second release 
implanted April 2006, version 3 due Sept 2006:  http://imaging.nci.nih.gov/i3/ 

• White paper on database design and requirements for imaging protocols, data annotation, 
markup, image registration and methods to demonstrate the functionality of this database 
as a means to measure the relative performance of change analysis software tools.  

• Leveraged experience of NCI’s LIDC-IDRI Public Private Partnership, initiated Sept 2005 (8 
Imaging and PACS companies) to ensure industry requirements are met: for this resource. 
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml 

• Engagement of the FDA CDRH: implemented two fellowship positions at CDRH to address to 
change analysis problem from a statistical framework, funded by NCI and NIBIB, consistent 
with NCI-FDA IOTF: http://iotftraining.nci.nih.gov/ 

http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm
http://usms.nist.gov/workshops/bioimaging.htm
http://mirc.rsna.org/mirc/query
http://imaging.nci.nih.gov/i3/
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
http://iotftraining.nci.nih.gov/
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• NIST support for imaging standards requested for FY 07 and beyond: 
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/factsheet/bioimaging.htm 

• RIDER Initiative: complements the recent DHHS Announcement: “New Federal Health 
Initiative to Improve Cancer Therapy” (.http://www.fda.gov/oc/mous/domestic/FDA-NCI-
CMS.html ). 

 
Proposed Deliverables: Fall 2006:    
• Completion of Version 2 of this document to cover PET_CT database design for lung cancer 
• Complete accrual of over 200 serial CT cases, for a range of lung cancer stages. 
• Completion of initial annotation using the RECIST criteria for 100 serial cases. 
• Extend the MIRC and caBIG IT infrastructure to include the transfer of annotated, marked 

up data, and meta-data from multiple sites, to populate the RIDER database.   
• Develop a consensus on what constitutes acceptable lung cancer outcomes, for the 

purposes of correlation with change analysis results. 
• Develop an initial consensus with industry on the scope of the RIDER project based on the 

RIDER WP report. We anticipation plans for expansion of the RIDER project to about 1000 
CT annotated cases over two years (2006-2008), depending on the level of interest by 
industry. 

• Develop initial agreements with industry to explore development of standardized methods 
for benchmarking software tools, in partnership with NIST, to be exercised in 2007-2008. 
http://usms.nist.gov/workshops/bioimaging.htm   

• Initiate a RIDER pilot PET-CT image database resource for lung cancer with data collection 
from NCI and pharma drug trials. See planned NCI SNM workshop:    

     http://interactive.snm.org/index.cfm?PageID=4901&RPID=4912  
 

      Proposed Deliverables for Year 1: Fall 2007: 
• Complete the annotation and markup of 500 serial CT cases. 
• Finalize the web accessible public resource and query system 
• Publish all scientific criteria for CT database design and its functionality. 
• Continue collection for 250 cases and initiate the annotation of PET-CT data. 
 

     Proposed Deliverables for Year 2: Fall 2008:  
• Complete the collection and annotation of all CT cases 
• Initial efforts to create standards for software tools assessment with NIST 
• Complete the collection and annotation of 500 PET CT data 
• Initiate efforts to create standards for software assessment for PET-CT, to be completed in 

early 2009 or later, in collaboration with NIST. 
 

 
 

http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/factsheet/bioimaging.htm
http://www.fda.gov/oc/mous/domestic/FDA-NCI-CMS.html
http://www.fda.gov/oc/mous/domestic/FDA-NCI-CMS.html
http://usms.nist.gov/workshops/bioimaging.htm
http://interactive.snm.org/index.cfm?PageID=4901&RPID=4912
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1.3 Clarification of the Goals of the Federal Trans-Agency Oncology Biomarker 
Qualification Initiative (OBQI) and the RIDER Project 

OBQI Initiative: 

Two important categories of biomarkers are biological indicators of disease and markers of 
therapeutic efficacy. They may involve assessment of genomic and proteomic alterations using 
laboratory methods or in vivo biomedical imaging methods. Recent work has shown that biomedical 
imaging methods, such as X-ray CT, and more recently FDG PET, provide a means for early 
indication of drug response. 

These research advances have recently resulted in a federal inter-agency announcement of 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the FDA, NIH and CMS. These agencies have 
agreed to collaborate on improving the development of cancer therapies, in part through the use of 
biomarkers that correlate with clinical outcomes (DHHS “New Federal Health Initiative to Improve 
Cancer Therapy, http://www.fda.gov/oc/mous/domestic/FDA-NCI-CMS.html). 

 The scope of this MOU covers both the development and clinical assessment of biomarkers 
in the area of oncology. One specific goal of NCI is to identify those biomarkers that provide a 
means to measure cancer therapy response.  Such biomarkers could be considered “qualified” from 
an FDA perspective, i.e. they could potentially be adopted as clinical assessment tools in clinical 
trials intended to be submitted to the FDA for regulatory approval. CMS interests include the 
development of evidence to make informed reimbursement decisions for biomarkers being used in 
clinical care. This trans-agency initiative is referred to as the “Oncology Biomarker Qualification 
Initiative” (OBQI) and complements the goals of the NCI FDA Interagency Oncology Task Force 
(IOTF). http://iotftraining.nci.nih.gov/

RIDER) Project: 

There are many sources of uncertainty in the use of imaging as a biomarker for the 
assessment of drug response. For example, biological variability is a factor that is drug, organ, 
tumor and patient dependent and thus best addressed through carefully designed clinical trials 
such as those proposed by the OBQI. However there is also measurement variability associated 
with two other interrelated factors namely: (a) image data collection across different commercial 
platforms, and (b) uncertainty in the performance of different image analysis software tools 
employed to measure therapy response. The latter software tools typically involve measurement of 
change in image-related computer extracted features over time. Both sources of uncertainty often 
result in an increase in the required number of subjects in and therefore cost of drug trials. The 
development of standardized methods to physically characterize these two sources of uncertainty 
would stimulate the development of improved imaging methods and software tools. The approach 
proposed for RIDER is to evaluate the proposed software tools for change analysis by first testing 
their relative performance against a validated and standardized reference database. This approach 
will include standardized data collections across imaging platforms to populate the database, as 
this will be also a requirement for multi center drug trials.  The final selection of these well-
characterized software tools could then be potentially employed in drug trials submitted to the FDA. 
The RIDER project therefore has a different technical goal and a different time line to the OBQI 
initiative but will be very complementary. 

Related URL’s: 

http://imaging.nci.nih.gov/i3/
 
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
 
 
 

http://www.fda.gov/oc/mous/domestic/FDA-NCI-CMS.html
http://iotftraining.nci.nih.gov/
http://imaging.nci.nih.gov/i3/
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
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2.  Introduction: Goals of the White Paper 
 

This white paper regarding the RIDER project has been prepared by multiple authors from 
multiple institutions, together with agencies of the federal government joining in the common 
cause in the fight against lung cancer.  See the list of authors and institutions in section 8. Lung 
cancer is the number one cause of cancer death in both men and women as summarized in section 
3.1.  There is increasing recognition that new therapies are needed for this deadly disease, and 
indeed new therapies have been, and continue to be developed by the pharmaceutical industry, as 
well as through NIH funded academic research units.  Critical to the clinical evaluation, and 
ultimate FDA approval and CMS reimbursement, of novel effective therapies is that early and 
accurate tumor response be obtained, which would substantially reduce numbers of subjects in 
clinical trials, reduce the length of time needed for clinical trials, and the costs of such studies.  
Restated, software tools should not be a source of uncertainty in assessment of drug therapy, by 
imaging or other biosensor data sources. Current efforts of response assessment are inadequate 
for this task as outlined in section 3.2.  

 
The RIDER project will provide solutions to this problem, through the appropriate use and 

analysis of imaging techniques.  This effort will include image acquisition, image registration, image 
segmentation, image analysis and image-related statistical techniques, initially in relationship to 
multi-row detector computerized tomography (MDCT), but extending as appropriate to other 
imaging techniques such as PET-CT, MRI, US and Optical. The important concepts of truthing in 
imaging will be initially be explored through the use of simulated and phantom data as well as 
marked up clinical data and related metrics obtained by a consensus process using imaging 
experts. Consensus methods are critical to the development of standards for software tools 
performance as outlined in section 5. Substantial relevant image data sets have already been 
accumulated as part of an initial proof-of-concept pilot as a web accessible resource, as described 
in section 4.  A process model for the accrual of data into this public resource from multiple 
academic sites, will be similar to that already developed and in place for the Lung Image Database 
Consortium, and will be adapted for the RIDER project as described in section 5.4. 

 
 At the completion of the RIDER development, a publicly accessible database providing 
“ground truth” of expert reported RECIST (or other methods) markups on multiple scans and 
associated meta-data will be available for the broader imaging community.  This database will 
assist the further development of computer algorithms to assess relevant change and the 
benchmarking their performance. The time table is dependent of the final number of collections 
sites and rate of data accrual, mark up, and creation of standards for software evaluation, but is 
expected to take 2-3 years. Also provided will be new information on the many dimensions of 
image-based truth, fundamentally important to the development and evaluation of change analysis 
software tools, as required to establish standardized methods.  The RIDER project in its entirety 
provides immediate and appropriate interfaces with relevant NCI resources, as well as with other 
federal government agencies such as the FDA and NIST.  The intent is to provide an interface 
between the imaging and pharmaceutical industries through the Foundation of National Institute of 
Health (FNIH) in a RIDER PPP, for their considerable expertise and synergy, described in section 5. 
The intent is to also highlight the importance of creating standardized methods for benchmarking 
software tools to reduce the sources of uncertainty for the data integration and clinical decision 
problem, as recommend by a recent BECON-BISTI symposium entitled “Biomedical Informatics for 
Clinical Decision Support: A Vision for the 21st Century”  June 2004 [ 
http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm]. 
 

 
The battle against lung cancer, as well as the public good, requires the degree of 

cooperative multi-level effort defined by the RIDER project. This white paper should serve to: 
 

(a) Describe the RIDER project aims and progress to date. 
(b) Justify the continued funding by NCI as a pilot project for FY06, and  

http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm
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(c) Demonstrate to the device and pharmaceutical industry sectors that the project is 
feasible over a 2-3 year timeline. 

(d) Through the Foundation of the NIH (FNIH), serve as a basis for the establishment of 
a RIDER PPP by summer-fall of 2006.  

 
 

The white paper is expected to have a number of different drafts over the next year. It will 
be initially be shared with NCI, NIBIB, FDA (CDRH, CDER), NIST and the CRPF, and then presented 
to the FNIH as an initial framework for the planned RIDER Private Public Partnership (PPP). The 
FNIH will share the different drafts of this document with the device and pharmaceutical industries 
to request their scientific input, agree on the final scope, and to then explore the implementation 
the RIDER PPP, after the scientific goals have been well articulated and documented, as described 
in section 5.7.  
 
3. Clinical Background. 
 

3.1 Background: Lung Cancer.  Lung cancer has a 13% overall 5-year survival rate – a 
survival rate that has not changed significantly in over 20 years.  Lung cancer is the most common 
cause of cancer deaths in both men and in women in the United States, resulting in more cancer 
deaths than the next four cancers combined, including breast cancer for women.  Lung cancer is 
strongly associated with cigarette smoking, known at least since the Surgeon General's Report of 
1954; however public health measures to abolish tobacco exposure have failed.  It is therefore 
imperative that new novel therapeutic agents be quickly introduced, and rapidly evaluated for 
effectiveness in this disease.  This is beginning to happen (with 151 citations in Medline in which 
lung cancer and therapy appear in the title in 2005 alone) – however, response assessment has 
failed to keep pace with potential therapeutic advances. 

 
Lung cancer is classified clinically, for therapeutic purposes, into small cell lung cancer 

(SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).  Lung cancer is staged according to the TNM 
system – the staging gives prognostic information and guides therapy.  New methods for staging, 
such as computerized X-ray tomography, and more recently PET scanning in selected individuals, 
have been introduced over the last 15 years, with all of them leading to significant upstaging, as 
the sensitivities of the methods have increased.  For instance, with the introduction of 
computerized X-ray tomography, the disease was upstaged on average 13%.  

 
In the late 1970’s, NIH supported an examination of screening for lung cancer in at-risk 

populations using sputum cytology and chest X-rays; these failed to show benefit.  Current studies 
are underway to re-evaluate screening – using improved sputum tests, and using multi-row 
detector computed tomography scanning (MDCT), and, in some cases bronchoscopy of at-risk 
groups, utilizing special bronchoscopes to detect subtle differences in airway mucosal fluorescence 
as an example of other serial data sources being collected.  Thus the use of these different 
biomarkers will require the development of different interoperable databases to permit evaluation 
of data integration tools for assessment of therapy response in clinical trials, a task being 
addressed by NCI’s caBIG project. The RIDER database thus must be fully interoperable with caBIG 
database archive and other NIH data archives. 

 
The MDCT studies, most notably the Early Lung Cancer Assessment Program (ELCAP), as 

well as smaller studies such as those conducted in Japan, and at the Mayo Clinic, have provided 
important information regarding lung cancer detection.  The lung cancer can be seen as a nodule 
(<3cm in diameter) or as a mass (>3cm in diameter) against the air contrast naturally provided by 
the lung.  More recently, the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST), a multi-center study funded 
through the NIH, and involving 50,000 at-risk smokers (half randomized to chest x-ray, the other 
to MDCT) has been initiated.  However, it is difficult to discriminate the early changes on MDCT 
from much more common benign processes that also show as lung nodules.  This is particularly so 
in parts of the US where fungal diseases such as histoplasmosis are endemic.  It is emerging that 
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only 2-3% of detected lung nodules are indeed cancer.  The current standard of care, once a small 
(<8mm diameter) is discovered, is to repeat the MDCT in 3 months and subsequently at 3-monthly 
or 6-monthly intervals to assess growth of the nodule, on the basis that cancers will grow, and 
benign diseases will not.  This process currently means that the value of early detection (such as 
by the MDCT) is not translated to early treatment of the lung cancers.   This is referred to 
increasingly as the lung cancer paradox - that is, early detection of small lung cancers is possible, 
but early treatment is not, as described further below. However, there is substantial work being 
performed to solve the paradox, with increasing precision of trancutaneous needle sampling, and 
increasing yields from bronchoscopic biopsies with the assistance of 3D computer-generated 
graphics (such as from the MDCT), magnetic guidance, and magnetic tracking devices, and the 
increasing use of ultra-thin bronchoscopes.  By 2008, once the NLST is finished, the benefits (or 
not) of early detection by MDCT will be clarified.  Preliminary results may be released earlier if 
appropriate. 

 
Currently the best hope of lung cancer cure is surgical resection of a small peripheral lung 

nodule – the cancerous nodule.  This is currently possible in about 15% of subjects presenting with 
early stage disease – the other 85% present with later stage disease, or surgery is not possible 
because of associated, often smoking-related, co-morbidities, such as cardiac disease, or severe 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).  Those not able to receive curative surgery are 
often treated with chemotherapy, or chemotherapy with associated usually concurrent external 
beam radiotherapy.  Unfortunately, co-morbid disease often means that patients are not tolerant of 
other therapies, such as standard chemotherapy or radiotherapy.  Information about these aspects, 
as well as profiles of current therapy options offered to patients are currently being collected as 
part of the CANCORS study - also funded through the NIH.  However, it is important for the RIDER 
resource to contain data for early cancers where possible so that tools assessment can be 
addressed before the new early therapies are implemented. 

 
Treatment protocols vary across the country substantially.  Some patients are eligible for 

group protocol studies such as through the CALGB or ECOG, as well as other similar geographically 
related groups.  However, only a minority of lung cancer patients are enrolled in clinical trials of 
any sort.  National guidelines exist for the therapy of lung cancer through the NCCN; however, the 
extent to which these are followed is unclear.  In spite of some more recently available chemotoxic 
chemotherapy agents, the non-surgical therapy of lung cancer usually does not extend life by more 
than a few weeks, although more significant advances are being made in selected patient 
subgroups.  Because of the variation in treatment and imaging protocols, the RIDER database 
proposes to harmonize data collection across different imaging platforms where possible, as 
described in section 5.1, and to include cases involving different therapies, so that the change 
analysis methods are applied to real world data as described in section 5.2. Thus data will be 
collected from on going NCI and privately funded clinical trials. 

 
In some cases external beam radiation therapy is used as a sole therapy.  In other cases, 

radiofrequency ablation through transcutaneous catheters is also being used for local therapy.  In 
the recent past direct intra-arterial injection of chemotherapy agents (into the lesion’s feeding 
artery) have been used with reasonable local control, but no effect on survival – this approach 
takes advantage of the information that tumor circulation is derived from the bronchial systemic 
vessels rather than from the low pressure pulmonary circulation.  The RIDER database resource will 
thus include data from other forms of therapy, such as radiation therapy. However it recognized 
that radiation therapy will affect surrounding normal tissue, making measurement of changes in 
tumor volume, or shape more difficult. 

 
More recently there is increasing interest and excitement in new biological response 

modifiers for lung cancer therapy.  These are generally less toxic agents targeted to affect the 
tumor blood supply, or other critical pathways in cancer cell growth, differentiation or metastatic 
processes.  The end point of therapy may not be lung cancer "disappearance", but tumor growth 
may effectively cease.  Additionally, subtle changes in the lung cancer CT density, margins, or 
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other pixel-based features, may signal a useful response status at an early stage in therapy.  Other 
MDCT-derived features, such as blood flow, may also be important measures in the future; 
especially taking advantage of the bronchial-artery-derived circulation that predominates in lung 
cancers.  Metabolic changes, as measured for instance by positron emission tomography (PET) 
scanning, may also give additional information, although PET lacks the spatial resolution of MDCT. 
Thus the evaluation of several different change analysis features must be considered for the RIDER 
database and an extension to other modalities such as PET-CT and MRI to add additional functional 
or molecular features to the change analysis problem as described in section 5.3. 

 
Importantly, and representing a serious lack in our knowledge base, we have very limited 

information regarding the 3D anatomical/pathological structure of lung cancers.  This information, 
together with the MDCT correlates, is fundamental to understanding both lung cancer growth, as 
well as response to therapy.  Current estimates from pathologists working with traditional 2D 
pathology slides are that the cancer cells themselves only occupy between 15 and 85% of the lung 
nodule volume, the rest of the nodule mass being inflammatory cells, edema, or areas of fibrosis.  
(Of interest, the inflammatory component in a lung cancer is an independent prognostic factor).  
Critical to the image-based evaluation of either growth or response to therapy is gaining a much 
better understanding of the 3D anatomical/pathological structure of lung cancers, nodules as well 
as masses, and relating that to the extraordinary resolution in 3D of modern MDCT scanners and 
the pixel-based measures, some of which are mentioned above.  This would appear critical to 
future computer algorithm developments that could then target the lung cancer component of a 
lung nodule or mass for response to therapy assessment.  If available, 3D nodule/mass 
anatomical/pathological high resolution information, with the associated 3D MDCT findings, could 
either be a sub-component of the RIDER public image database for algorithm development or NCI 
may encourage other avenues of support through investigated funding for this and other 
complementary research efforts as described in section 7. 

 
In many epidemiologically based cancer studies, other patient samples, such as blood and 

urine, are collected for later analysis for some form of marker that might define the cancer better 
either for diagnoses, for assessing the effects of therapy, or for prognosis.  An example in prostate 
cancer is the prostate specific antigen (PSA) level.  No universal marker has, to date, been 
discovered for lung cancer since lung cancer appears to be a very heterogeneous disease process.  
However, there is substantial ongoing work in micro array analysis for genomics, in proteomics and 
in metabolomics, a recently developing screening metabolic assessment.  The RIDER database 
should thus be interoperable with planned database involving genomics or proteomics, a caBIG 
requirement. 

 
 3.2 Background: RECIST Criteria: The method previously used to measure tumor 
response using CT and other modalities is referred to as Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid 
Tumors (RECIST). The initial research group that proposed the RECIST criteria included European 
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC), the NCI of Canada and NIH-NCI. 
They reviewed assessment methods for tumors visualized by diagnostic imaging.  They examined 
the existing World Health Organization (WHO) method of bi-dimensional cross-products 
measurement for evaluating response to treatment in solid tumors, and, in the year 2000 
published an alternative analytic approach promoting a simpler uni-dimensional, linear 
measurement. The RECIST criteria updated the 1979-based WHO methodology to account for 
technological advances in the tomographic imaging of CT and MRI.  It specifically focused on 
specific measurement recommendations more appropriately matched to image acquisition 
parameters, illustrating them primarily with CT examples.  The paper offered a detailed approach 
to measurement relating to tomographic slice thickness and scan interval, and specified the size 
and quantity of baseline lesions.  Its prescriptions were supplemented by a web-based question 
and answer inquiry bulletin board to address the exceptional situations often encountered in real-
world trial analyses.  Promoting a summative linear measurement of a limited number of target 
tumors, it offered a simple rapid approach demanding minimal effort and presumably reproducible 
results. 
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    The premise, however, of both WHO and RECIST criteria presumes that tumors are round 

and change in a simplistically rounded fashion. Published work comparing RECIST with WHO 
generally focused on the surrogate of best overall response, with only a few methods addressing 
other imaging endpoints such as time to progression and disease-free survival.  As a therapy 
response measurement procedure, RECIST, like WHO, still maps summative linear data into an 
established set of four further discrete categories: CR – complete response; PR-partial response; 
SD- stable disease; and PD-progressive disease.  Those categorical bins, however, are coarse with 
most trial analyses critically pivoting on PR (partial response) defined by a 30% linear sum 
reduction, and PD (progressive disease) on a 20% increase in tumor dimension.  Publications 
supporting concordance of RECIST with WHO techniques not withstanding, these linear 
measurements were determined from subjective observer judgment on often indistinct object 
boundaries. For example, significant variability in the RECIST measures exists between different 
observers, and the measurement is a relatively coarse one.  Other measures, such as volume, 
shape or pixel-based derived measures from serial CT may therefore be urgently needed to 
improve the time-to- response decision making, and to reduce observer variation.  If the lung 
cancer volume is mostly inflammation, then linear size change alone may give a false impression of 
cancer therapy response (the inflammation itself improved, but the cancerous component did not). 
For example, when newer chemotherapeutic agents (especially statins) and radiotherapy 
techniques (stereotactic, proton), the change in tumor size may be inadequate to assess response.  
Because of these inflammatory reactions, the tumors may slightly increase in size initially.  
Therefore, in many future instances, new therapy may be effective by stopping tumor growth – in 
this instance a measure of change in tumor growth may be needed – raising the possibility of a 
short wash-in observational period to assess tumor growth off-therapy – followed by therapy.   

 
  In summary, the historical selection of the RECIST as standardized criteria for therapy 

assessment was exercised on a rather ‘ad-hoc basis’, but is the current standard used for drug 
trials submissions to the FDA. A public validated database resource was not available to provide a 
quantitative basis for selecting a standardized method for software tools selection. The planned 
RIDER demonstration project will serve as this public resource. It will include the use of the RECIST 
as reference criteria to other proposed CT image features, during the case accrual for the RIDER 
database, as described in section 5.3.    
 
 
4.  RIDER Pilot Project: Progress Report (2004-2005) 

 
 4.1 Goals of RIDER Pilot Project. The RIDER project was initiated in Sept 2004, as a pilot 
project. Recommendations for its creation was based on earlier NCI and Trans-NIH workshops 
related to software tools assessment in 2003-04 and a joint CRPF-NCI sponsored workshops in 
spring of 2004. The RIDER pilot project was highly leveraged by the earlier development of a public 
resource for the assessment of CAD methods for lung cancer detection and diagnosis, referred to 
as the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC), initiated in 2001, and described in detail on the 
NCI web page:  
http://imaging.cancer.gov/reportsandpublications/reportsandpresentations/firstdataset. 
 
 The LIDC was originally designed as a web accessible ‘academic’ resource, but was later 
extended to an ‘industry resource’, through the offices of the FNIH as a PPP, and referred to as the 
Image Database Resource Initiative (IDRI). The overall structure of the IDRI steering committee 
(SC) permitted the role of FDA and NIST scientists, as well as industry to be engaged in the design 
and development of the IDRI public resource, facilitation a similar SC organizational for the 
proposed RIDER demonstration project.  
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml.  
 
  The limited goals of this pilot project can be summarized as follows:  

 

http://imaging.cancer.gov/reportsandpublications/reportsandpresentations/firstdataset
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
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(a) Demonstrate the feasibility for the collection of about 200 serial CT data  from different 
national and international sites that have on-going lung cancer drug trials, 

(b) Provide an image archive web access to the image data that is DICOM compatible, 
within a time frame of 12 months as a public resource, but not to include any marked 
up data as this process is more time intensive. 

(c) Provide a user friendly means for transfer of image data to this resource that is DICOM 
compatible, ideally open source, preserves patient confidentiality and provides a means 
to track DICOM data elements be included. 

(d) Develop a research plan (RIDER White Paper) to address how the RIDER database 
should be developed as a demonstration project, the scope to include recommendations 
for data collection, case selection, methods for image mark-up, and statistical methods 
for assessment of change analysis tools. 

 
The goals of this Pilot project were met in a very timely way, as described in the following sections 
below.  
 

4.2 Initial Development of the Web Accessible Image Archive (caBIG) 
The cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid, or caBIG™, is a voluntary network or grid connecting 
individuals and institutions to enable the sharing of data and software tools, creating a World Wide 
Web of cancer research. The goal is to speed the delivery of innovative approaches for the 
prevention and treatment of cancer.  CaBIG™ is being developed under the leadership of the 
National Cancer Institute's Center for Bioinformatics. Over 800 people from more than 80 
organizations are working collaboratively on over 70 projects in a three-year pilot project.   
CaBIG™ is delivering tools and applications, all freely available to the community and other 
interested stakeholders including industry. 
 
The National Cancer Imaging Archive (NCIA) is being developed to support in vivo imaging within 
caBIG.  It provides the cancer research community, industry, and academia with access to image 
archives that can be used for many purposes. For example, these tools may include the 
development and validation of analytical software that supports lesion detection and classification, 
quantitative imaging assessment of drug response and data integration tools where appropriate.  
 
The caBIG Imaging Workspace is part of the caBIG archive funded by NCI and is designed as an 
outreach to the imaging community, and should prove to be useful for the development of 
standards for software validation (especially mark-up and annotation schema). 
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Figure 1: CaBIG and NCIA infrastructure that incorporates RSNA MIRC software for 
remote data collection that is DICOM compatible. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: The NCIA website, containing the RIDER data 
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The NCIA website is designed to provide a scalable and secure archival of images, allowing 
interactive searching, and interactive downloading and display of images and metadata generated 
by clinical trials, as shown in figure 2. 
 
 

4.3 Remote Data Transfer Strategies (RSNA-MIRC) 
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Figure 3. RSNA MIRC infrastructure for clinical trial data collection. 

 
 
National Cancer Institute’s Cancer Imaging Program has selected RSNA’s Medical Imaging Resource 
Center (MIRC) open source clinical trials software suite for use in clinical trials. NCI has signed an 
MOU with the RSNA during spring of 2005. NCI caBIG staff has since been working with RSNA on 
setting requirements and refining the MIRC software for remote data collection and data access 
through different cancer centers, academic and industry sites firewalls. MIRC maintains and tracks 
patient confidentially. MIRC is currently only non-proprietary software/standard available free and 
open source for clinical trials. 

 
To facilitate the addition of image data to the NCIA, NCI has fully integrated the MIRC server with 
the NCIA Oracle back – end, and distributes the MIRC field center java program for installation at 
institutions to provide image acquisition from modalities and PACS, image and metadata 
anonymization, and secure image and metadata transport, with minimal overhead. MIRC permits 
Pharma an effective means of data transfer for prospective clinical drug trials to the NCIA archive 
and RIDER archive in particular. 

  
 4.4 Initial Progress on Data Collection. Numerous therapeutic clinical trials are 
conducted by government and private sponsorship that include imaging at several time points 
before and after therapy, particularly CT, PET-CT and MRI, where accurate tumor measurement 
may provide useful indication of disease progress.  Many trials sponsored by NCI’s Cancer Therapy 
Evaluation Program (CTEP) use network-connected imaging instruments capable of transmitting to 
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a central archive digital studies in DICOM standard format.  Collections of time-sequence patient-
studies, de-identified to be HIPAA-compliant, can be made available for computer image processing 
research. The RIDER pilot project data was therefore initiated on Sept 31st 2004 where the data 
was obtained from on-going clinical trials, considerably reducing the cost of the development of 
this public resource. 

 
The data collection for this pilot project was initially targeted at 200 serial cases using X-ray 

MDCT with stage 2 or 3 lung cancer.  Each case had a diagnostic CT scan (for staging) followed by 
multiple time-point sequential exams throughout the course of therapy for a total of 3 to 8 studies 
per patient.  Cases were selected from patients undergoing systemic chemotherapy treatments for 
late stage disease so that few will have undergone the localized anatomically-distorting effects of 
radiotherapy or surgery.  Cases mounted in the public archive, as shown in section 4.2 (Figure 2) 
were chosen to exclude major artifacts such as hardware (pace-makers, etc) or breathing-motion 
artifacts.  Initial case selection, however, did not exclude mediastinal or pleural involvement since 
there will always be a dominant lung mass predominantly surrounded by aerated pulmonary tissue.  
Target quantification efforts may choose to focus on one of potentially several visible tumors, which 
may be chosen as representatives of the disease, as is done in the established RECIST method.  All 
cases were collected from clinically-active cancer centers of national or international reputation as 
listed in section 8.  The images were obtained in DICOM format from state-of-the-art multi-
detector row CT (MDCT) machines.  For retrospective cases, the scan protocol was set at 5 to 7.5 
mm slice thickness at adjacent cuts, which is common practice for imaging patients with 
established lung cancers; these are the thickness parameters for the initial datasets.  However, 
thinner collimation datasets, with thickness ≤ 2.5-3.0 mm desired and ≤2mm preferred, are being 
included where possible in this pilot database. The images were transferred to the NCI image 
archive in a de-identified fashion via MIRC transfer protocol (RSNA) described in section 4.3.  
Clinical outcome and other clinical data have not accompanied the pilot collection but such data 
may be included in the later RIDER demonstration project, when prospectively specified, as 
described in section 5.3.  

At present about 120 separate lung cancer MDCT image sets (an initial MDCT and then 
sequential studies during therapy) have been collected and transmitted to the NCI, the target of 
200 cases is expected to be met by summer of 2006. An additional 40 cases have been collected 
from the international sites under the CRPF funded efforts. 

 
At present about 120 separate lung cancer MDCT image sets (an initial MDCT and then 

sequential studies during therapy) have been collected and transmitted to the NCI, the target of 
200 cases is expected to be met by summer of 2006. An additional 40 cases have been collected 
from the international sites under the CRPF funded efforts. 

 
4.5. RIDER Pilot: Progress on Boundary Identification of Nodules:  The development 

of the NCI-sponsored lung imaging database consortium (LIDC) for testing the relative 
performance of different algorithms for lung nodule detection and classification, 
http://imaging.cancer.gov/programsandresources/InformationSystems/LIDC], and the RIDER 
project as related to measurement of therapy response have similar goals. While the LIDC project 
requires accurate segmentation of nodules, the RIDER project requires the accurate measurement 
of nodule change over time.  Since the majority of small lung nodules are not resected, a reference 
standard from histopathology is generally unavailable, and histopathology of nodules may not 
provide sufficient spatial information. Thus understanding the impact on variability in defining the 
spatial extent of lung nodules by radiologists using different software tools is necessary. 

 
As part of the LIDC effort, a study investigating the variability of boundaries across 

radiologists and drawing methods was performed.   In this study, the performance of 6 radiologists 
each applying three different outlining methods to the task of defining the spatial extent of 23 
different lung nodules was evaluated.  The performance of 6 radiologists each applying three 
different outlining methods to the task of defining the spatial extent of 23 different lung nodules 
was evaluated over the last 6 months.  The drawing methods consisted of one entirely manual 

http://imaging.cancer.gov/programsandresources/InformationSystems/LIDC
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method, and two semiautomatic drawing methods with manual editing tools.  The variability of 
radiologists’ spatial definitions for a nodule was measured using both volumes and probability maps 
(p-map), where the value of a voxel in the p-map represents a spatially smoothed estimate of the 
fractional number of radiologist-method combinations that include that specific voxel inside their 
boundary definition of the nodule.  Both volumetric and p-map experimental data were modeled 
using general linear models that included nested random effects. 

 
Differences in volume and p-map model parameters were found to be significant for all 

methods, all radiologists and all second order interactions except one across the combination of all 
23 nodules. The radiologist and methods variables accounted for 15% and 3.5% of the total p-map 
variance and 40.4% and 31.1% of the total volume variance, respectively.  Thus in the critical 
process of segmenting lung nodules radiologists demonstrated 4 times the variance of the methods 
used, and in the related assessment of nodule volumes radiologists demonstrated 1.3 times the 
variance of the methods.  A report on this work has completed and has been submitted to the 
Journal of Radiology for publication on May 5th 2006. 
 
 4.6 Rider Support for Pilot Project for FY 06. The office of the Director of NCI charged 
the different programs at NCI to establish a unique research plan to improve programmatic 
interactions within NCI and develop research and related resources to address the cancer problem 
by 2015. The I2 plan, referred to as the Imaging Integration Plan (I2 Plan) includes a business 
organization model with deliverables of products. One of the goals is to leverage NCI support with 
other agencies and the private sector. The I2 plan was funded in late summer of 2005 and 
provided initial support for the IDRI PPP project. Support for the following FY 06 has been approved 
by NCI and includes: 
 

(a) Support for database resources such as the RIDER project, with extension to include 
other database resources such as PET CT imaging to access response to lung cancer drug 
therapy and other modalities and organ systems in the out years. One goal is to provide 
continued NCI matching support for the planned RIDER PPP in FY’s 06-and beyond. 
(b) Support for expansion of the caBIG archive to archive image data and related metadata, 
query based web search of this data, and development of open source annotation and mark 
up software and IT tools for both the planned imaging workspace and targeted databases 
for software tools assessment. 
 

 
4.7 NCI-NIBIB Supported FDA Fellowships and Visiting Scientists. NCI and NIBIB 

have recently agreed to support two research fellows that will work under the research guidance of 
the staff at the FDA CDRH. The research fellowship positions will be initiated by June 2006. The 
research scope will focus on the statistical methods necessary to measure change analysis over 
time using biomedical imaging. The initial work will focus on the RIDER project as a collaborative 
effort by NCI and NIBIB, and will later extend in FY 2007 to other closely related projects such as 
the NIA-FNIH ADNI PPP project, involving the use of serial MRI and PET imaging as a biomarker for 
drug response, a project partly funded by NIBIB.  

http://www.fnih.org/programs/research_environment/ADNI.shtml. 
 
 In addition, the FDA CDRH and NCI program staff have identified several candidates to 

apply for the Inter Agency Oncology Task Force (IOTF) Fellowship Program for the FY 2006, where 
the candidate(s) will also explore the change analysis problem in the context of drug response, 
consistent with the aims of the IOTF and OBQI initiatives, under the direction of FDA and NCI 
research staff.  
http://www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/news/2005/hhs_021605.html. 
 
 Finally NCI is now supporting a visiting PET CT physicists-computational scientist for 10 % 
time as of June 1st 2006 to provide advice on how to standardize data collection and provide advice 
on the population of the RIDER database. See NCI-SNM workshop below.  

http://www.fnih.org/programs/research_environment/ADNI.shtml
http://www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/news/2005/hhs_021605.html
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4.8 NIST Collaboration on Imaging Standards. Over this last year NIST has expressed 

an interest in the development of resources that would serve as a basis for exercising standardized 
methods for software assessment for biomedical imaging. As a result of this collaboration NIST 
scientists are represented on the LIDC IDRI and RIDER Steering Committee since summer 2005. 
NIST is organizing a workshop on the development of physical performance standards for imaging 
platforms, and for change analysis software tools entitled “Imaging as Biomarker: Standards for 
Change Measurements in Therapy” (Sept 14-15th 2006). The RIDER project will be highlighted as a 
model inter-agency initiative for the development of imaging standards. NIST has proposed 
significant support for this effort in their FY 06 plans to be submitted to congress. 
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/factsheet/bioimaging.htm

 
 

5: Proposed RIDER Demonstration Project 
 

5.1 Imaging Data Collection: Acquisition Parameters. To carry out accurate 
assessment of change, the database must contain detailed descriptions of acquisition parameters 
that could potentially influence the accurate measurement of that change.  As described in section 
3.1, these metrics of change may be tumor morphology (diameter, volume, attenuation, etc.) or 
other important metrics of change such as functional parameters (active tumor volume, tumor 
perfusion, etc.).  The acquisition parameters to be recorded will therefore vary by imaging 
modality, but some examples will be provided below.  For CT imaging, analysis of the image data 
should be performed knowing several key imaging parameters: (a) CT scanner make, model, 
technical capabilities, (b) whether the imaging performed was done as a single static scan (such as 
a single breath hold scan) or as a sequence of scans that provide a dynamic scan (such as a series 
of scans performed both before and after the injection of a contrast agent); (c) technical 
parameters such as the slice thickness, x-ray beam energy in kVp, tube current, exposure time (or 
tube rotation time), pitch (defined according to the IEC definition of pitch), reconstruction filter, 
reconstruction interval (e.g. spacing between slices to provide contiguous or overlapping images) 
and a few others, and (d) information about whether any contrast agent was used in the imaging 
and if so, then what type, concentration, rate of injection, timing of scan with respect to injection 
and total amount of contrast (especially with respect to patient weight).  
 

For other imaging modalities, the set of technical parameters will also have to be defined. 
For example, in PET-CT, the imaging parameters above for CT will have to defined as well as the 
technical parameters for the PET scan, which will include information about the 
radiopharmaceutical used (e.g. 18F-FDG or other positron emitter), concentration and dose of the 
agent, timing of the scan, extent of anatomy imaged, and many other related imaging physics 
parameters such as the reconstructed slice width, attenuation correction methods (including the 
use of PET-CT data), gating methods to reduce motion artifacts etc.  Also, when image fusion is 
performed, the algorithm for fusing the PET and CT data should be described.  As another example, 
when MR imaging is performed, the description of whether the imaging is done in either a static 
breath-hold or continuous breathing or even a dynamic scan condition should be described 
accurately in addition to technical parameters analogous to the CT scan parameters described 
above (e.g. T1 weighting, T2 weighting or other sequences, etc.) and information about inhaled 
(e.g. hyperpolarized Xn gas) or injected contrast agents  
 

As the RIDER database will initially focus on images from CT, the following technical 
specifications for inclusion of image data into the database were proposed for initial review by the 
RIDER project team.  These inclusion criteria were primarily focused on slice thickness and not on 
other technical parameters. These criteria are: (a) slice thickness of  ≤ 7.5 mm (with thickness of  
≤ 2.5 mm preferred), (b) single breath-hold scans, (c) patients must have had at least two scans 
over time and preferably three to assess progression with one of the scans preferred to be at 
baseline, (d) patient must be on a chemotherapeutic or radiation therapy treatment protocol or a 

http://interactive.snm.org/index.cfm?PageID=4901&RPID=4912
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/factsheet/bioimaging.htm
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joint protocol, (e) patient must be under treatment for primary lung cancer (preferred) or have a 
primary malignancy that is metastatic to the lung, (f) the patient must have some measurable 
disease on the first scan, but the cancer can be at any stage (of the TNM staging system), (g) and 
it is expected to include some scans that are performed after contrast injection.  All image data 
provided to the RIDER database were anonymized and all Protected Health Information (PHI) was 
removed in accordance with HIPAA guidelines.  Identifiers will be provided to link images from the 
same patient together, but these identifiers will not refer to the original patient identifiers. 
 

For the RIDER project full demonstration project, we would strongly recommend acquisition 
protocols in which thin slices (<= 1.25mm thick slices) would be made available for the database.  
This would allow more accurate estimates of tumor volumes, diameters and other morphological 
descriptions that may change over time.  Collection of data with thin slices should be very possible 
with the proliferation of 16 (and higher) slice scanners and the ability to perform multiple 
prospective reconstructions (Note: This could even be done with archiving of the very large raw 
projection data at the site of the originating scanner.  The technical details of this would have to be 
worked out with each site as the data collection goes forward.) Some example images 
reconstructed with different slice thickness and different reconstruction filters are included here 
(see Figures 4 and 5) to illustrate the importance of these technical parameters on image quality, 
lesion appearance and their potential to affect reliable measurement of tumor volumes. 

   



  
        (a)  

      
           (b)  
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         (c) 
Figure 4: Figures illustrating differences in image quality and lesion appearance due to differences 
in slice thickness.  This figure shows axial and coronal images of the same patient (in fact, the 
same original scan acquisition) with reconstructed slice thickness of   (a) 0.6mm, (b) 2 mm and (c) 
5 mm 
 



  
            (a) 
 

  
            (b) 
Figure 5: Figures illustrating differences in image quality and lesion appearance due to differences 
in reconstruction algorithm (recon filter).  This figure shows axial and coronal images of the same 
patient (again, the same original scan acquisition) having 2mm thickness and (a) smooth 
reconstruction algorithm, (b) sharp algorithm 

 
5.2 Populating the Database: Case Selection Criteria. The database for the RIDER 

demonstration project will consist of radiologic images of malignancies.  Primary data will include 
CT images from standard CT equipment and/or CT data from PET/CT.  For the initial pilot database, 
images were collected from the existing inventory of scans that were acquired as part of the sites’ 
clinical operation; these images were typically acquired at full inspiration with thicker collimation. 
Thus, while initial datasets contained images up to 7.5 mm slice thickness, thinner collimation 
datasets would be desired in the near future as described above.  A representative variety of 
lesions will include various sizes, locations, and extent to reflect tumors typically encountered in 
cancer imaging.  Ideally, there would be representation of lesions totally isolated within the lung 
and lesions adjacent to or invading nearby structures such as the chest wall, mediastinum, or 
heart.  Well marginated as well as poorly marginated (spiculated) lesions should also be included.  
Cases from histologically proven bronchogenic carcinoma would be included, but pulmonary 
metastatic lesions are also acceptable. Intravenous contrast examinations are recommended, but 
not required.  At least 1 follow-up study is required, but serial imaging is preferred. Finally case 
selection clearly will be dependent on the additional collections sites from academia and pharma. 
Two Pharma sites have agreed to provide PET CT data from prospective drug trials, details as yet 
unknown. 
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Patient information should include standard demographics (sex/age), smoking history, 

histological tumor type, clinical stage, current and interval therapy, including chemotherapy and/or 
radiotherapy.  Clinical outcome data will be added when available. Rationale for the type of therapy 
is that with conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy, the size (volume) assessment may be 
sufficient to assess response.  However, the newer chemotherapeutic agents (especially statins) 
and radiotherapy techniques (stereotactic, proton) the usage of tumor size may be inadequate to 
assess response.  While it would be good news for the tumors to decrease in size with these newer 
treatments, in fact, because of inflammatory reactions, the tumors may slightly increase in size 
initially.  Current experience indicates that most tumors do remain stable in size with these newer 
therapies.  Therefore, in the future, it will be important to look at other parameters, such as 
attenuation changes, margin contour alterations, or pixel based changes over time, especially as 
better imaging techniques and registration methods are developed. This also means that future 
databases should include the therapeutic agent.  

 5.3 RIDER Database Design: Initial research Plans. The results as outlined in section 
4.5, coupled with the desire to measure nodule changes in response to therapy in the RIDER 
project suggest that supervised application of semiautomatic methods of nodule segmentation may 
provide lower variance estimates of volume change which in turn would allow the reliable detection 
of smaller changes in nodule volume.  In the LIDC project defining truth required the use of 
methods with low bias potentially at the expense of higher variance, but the nodule change 
detection task of the RIDER project requires the use of lower variance volume estimation methods 
potentially at the expense of increased bias, traits which are readily available from semiautomatic 
methods.  

Similar to the drawing experiment described in section 4.5 the RIDER project should compare the 
sensitivity and accuracy of different methods/tools in detecting nodule volume change.  All of the 
following experiments should be performed by multiple supervisors using multiple methods; 
additionally multiple repetitions of the same supervisor/method combinations should occur in order 
to estimate intra- and inter-supervisor effects. It is easily possible that a single supervisor using a 
single method may have less variance than that measured across different methods; while the 
latter can be estimated without repetitions of the same method, the former cannot. 

 Volume change detection methods evaluated across multiple exam series should include:  

• The current standard of practice, i.e. the manual RECIST method described in section 
 3.2 where measurements are in progress. 

• Automatic/semiautomatic tumor segmentation methods and methods based on 
 supervised automatic tumor registration techniques including:  

o Local rotate-translate registration followed by gray-scale weighted subtraction, and  
o High degree of freedom warping followed by integration of the Jacobian.  

 Data acquired to support the evaluation of the above methods for measurement of  

• Bias error, i.e. error in the measurement of average accuracy, should include  
o scans of phantoms containing objects of known volume change,  
o scans modified using known mathematical geometric deformations,  
o Variance, i.e. measurement noise which results in the reduction of sensitivity in the 

detection of a small volume change, should include the following data sets where we 
are certain that there are no volumetric changes in the nodule,  

o Hourly or shorter interval exams of patients with nodules of varying size and 
complexity that volunteer for multiple scans,  

o Scans from patients with follow-up exams over several years that demonstrate nodules 
with no visible change over the history of the patient. 
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Assuming that the most important goal desired by pharmaceutical companies is to detect early, 
small nodule volume changes which might predict therapeutic outcomes, the highest priority 
experiment listed above to perform is the measurement of variance of the different methods when 
testing on nodules with no [no or little observable] change.  This measurement of variance 
essentially establishes the Student’s-t distribution with which to threshold volume change 
measurements as to whether they are statistically significant, i.e. a true change signal, or 
insignificant, i.e. most likely a result of the noise of the measurement system.  As the estimate of 
variance is in itself a noisy measurement, a preliminary experiment would be to run a small pilot 
study of approximately 20 serial cases to roughly approximate the variance of the different 
methods to be tested.  Using these estimates of variance, the participants could then power the 
follow-on experiment to establish significantly different variances between the proposed methods 
at a chosen level of confidence.  Determining other measures such as bias are less noisy can could 
be determined in smaller follow-on experiments.  

The resources to achieve the above aims can readily be accommodated. The RIDER PI’s have 
agreed to provide their drawing tools for this experiment, and other RIDER research sites and some 
industry research sites are interested in providing segmentation tools, some of which require 
minimal observer input, such as defining an area enclosing the nodule and identification of the 
approximate nodule centroid. The NCI imaging workspace as described in section 4.2 may provide 
a means to support this experiment. 

Timeline: The intent of this continued effort for the RIDER pilot project is to explore how to provide 
“spatial change truth”. With advances in automatic segmentation and registration tools, these tools 
may be implemented to provide serial estimates of “spatial change truth” for the RIDER 
demonstration project. This approach would minimize the need to define the boundaries of these 
nodules manually by expert radiologists. The intent is to be able to show some provisional results 
before the RIDER demonstration project is initiated as a PPP summer-fall of FY 06. 
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5.4 Project Multi Site Organization:  
 

5.4.1 Process Model. The collection of data for the RIDER project is being modeled after 
that developed for the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC).  In that data collection effort, a 
process model was developed to describe the steps involved in the collection of image data, the 
annotation of that image data by expert radiologists and the addition of other demographic and 
clinical data.  While the RIDER project has a different specific aim than the LIDC, that of providing 
a reference database to evaluate image based response to lung cancer therapies, much of the data 
collection process from LIDC can be leveraged to create the RIDER database.   
 

For the LIDC, one of the key elements of that database was to provide detailed information 
about the location and extent of lung nodules based on expert radiologists’ interpretation of the 
image data.  However, members of the LIDC had observed in their own research and in what was 
being presented in the scientific community that there was considerable inter-reader variability in 
the detection of lung nodules from screening CT exams.  Rather than try to provide a consensus-
only approach (which was going to prove difficult to perform across institutions), the LIDC decided 
early on to develop a process that would both provide the best estimate of the radiologists’ 
interpretation of the image data as well as capture any variability among the readers.  The result 
was a data collection process that utilized multiple readers performing two readings of the same 
case in what the LIDC came to call a “blinded and then unblinded” reading process.   In this 
process, each of multiple readers (four independent readers to start with) read each case 
independently; that is, they read without knowledge of how any other reader read the case or what 
each other marked.  The results of each independent read was then combined into a set of 
annotations that could be displayed with the image data and sent back to each reader; in this way, 
each reader could see not only what they themselves had marked on the image, but they could see 
– unambiguously – what the other readers had marked in the first pass independent read.  In this 
second read, each reader was now “unblinded” so that they could see what the other readers had 
marked.  Each reader could now not only see what other readers had marked, but they could 
choose to agree or disagree with the other readers; note that there is still no forced consensus in 
this process.  The final result for each reader was their markings after this second unblinded 
reading.  The results from each reader were then combined to create the unblinded reading result, 
which represents the best estimate of nodule locations and extent as well as a measure of 
agreement between readers.   
 

Clearly, the LIDC was not satisfied with traditional textual descriptions of nodules and 
sought a mechanism to record as closely, and as unambiguously as possible, the radiologists’ 
observations of the image data.  Therefore, the LIDC first set guidelines for three general 
categories of what objects were to be marked in the image data as well as what data was to be 
recorded for each type of object: (1) For nodules  =>3mm, a detailed outline of the nodule was to 
be provided on all slices on which the nodule appeared; in addition, there were several subjective 
ratings of the nodule’s characteristics that were to be provided (such as the nodule’s subtlety, 
shape, composition, etc.);  (2) For nodules < 3mm that are not clearly benign, the LIDC wanted to 
at least include a marking that indicated the approximate centroid of this object; it was decided 
that contours of 3mm nodules would not be accurate and that subjective assessments of such 
small objects would not be helpful, so only the centroid marking is made;  (3) Because there are so 
many nodule-like objects that appear in CT images of the lungs, the LIDC also decided to provide 
markings of objects that appeared in the image and could potentially confuse users of the database 
(and CAD systems), so an additional category of non-nodules > 3mm was also adopted.  Objects 
that would fall in this category would include scars, mucus plugs and other objects that are clearly 
not cancers.  For these objects, again, a simple marking of the approximate centroid is provided. 
 

To support these detailed and unambiguous annotations, the LIDC had to have two key 
technical developments.  The first was the development of software tools that allowed the detailed 
markings of nodules and non-nodules including manual or semi-automated contouring tools.  The 
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second was the development of a common file format that could contain detailed descriptions of 
nodule boundaries that was portable between the different marking tools.  The former required 
some technical developments on the parts of several groups within the LIDC and resulted in 
software from three different groups that all accomplished the same ultimate task of marking 
nodules and non-nodules.  The latter required the development of a common xml schema that 
allowed all three software tools to create a common file format that accurately and unambiguously 
described nodule contours and centroids as well as nodule annotations. 
 

The LIDC process model of a detailed blinded and unblinded reading of a case has been 
implemented.  The data collection process has been shown to be robust and practical and to 
provide the best estimate of nodule location and extent while retaining information about the 
variability between readers that exists.  The technical developments and database design elements 
have been completed and implemented for the LIDC.   
 

While the objectives of the RIDER database may be different from those of the LIDC, the 
technical infrastructure and data collection process of the LIDC can be easily adapted to that of the 
RIDER project.  This will provide a mechanism to collect not only image data, but detailed and 
unambiguous information about radiologists’ interpretation of the image data that can serve as 
input information for systems to assess changes in response to therapy.  That is, radiologists can 
still identify lesions (nodules, masses or even other categories of desired objects to mark), can 
outline them or mark them in some other fashion (a single diameter such as RECIST marking or 
multiple diameters such as WHO or even the entire volume from which these other markings can 
be derived), and can annotate them in terms of characteristics (such as shape, margin, etc.).  This 
can be done in a blinded, independent reading fashion or the process model can be extended to 
include the LIDC model of blinded and unblinded reads; the existing technical infrastructure can 
support either approach. 
 
 5.4.2 Validation Software Tools. The RIDER database leverages the NCI Center for 
Bioinformatics (NCICB) informatics infrastructure backbone, which includes vocabulary services and 
meta-data management tools. 
 

One of the problems confronting the biomedical data management community is the 
panoply of ways that similar or identical concepts are described.  Such inconsistency in data 
descriptors (meta-data) makes it nearly impossible to aggregate and manage even modest-sized 
data sets in order to be able to ask basic questions.  The NCI, together with partners in the 
research community, developing common data elements (CDEs) that are used as meta-data 
descriptors for NCI-sponsored research and for the caCORE applications.  The Data Standards 
Repository (caDSR) is a database and tool set that the NCI and its partners use to create, edit and 
deploy the CDEs. 
(http://ncicb.nci.nih.gov/NCICB/infrastructure/cacore_overview/cadsr). 
 

Management of RIDER CDEs in the caDSR will facilitate: 1) an available repository of 
information about the data in studies, 2) creation of questionnaires and forms, 3) comparison of 
data elements from different studies, 4) utilization of common data elements and thesauruses from 
other disciplines, and 5) ensuring that other disciplines can benefit from knowledge about RIDER 
domain. 
 

RIDER elements that will be available through the RIDER database public interface have 
been entered and are accessible through the NCI CDE Browser found under the 
hierarchy:CIP/Classifications/I3Projects/RiderProject. (http://cdebrowser.nci.nih.gov/CDEBrowser/)  

 
The LIDC and IDRI have also used these to great effect; one can see the LIDC CDEs can be 

found under the same web page hierarchy: CIP/Classifications/LIDC.  Having a common vocabulary 
and common data elements reduces the confusion and frustration common in multi-center and 
multidisciplinary studies.  

http://ncicb.nci.nih.gov/NCICB/infrastructure/cacore_overview/cadsr
http://cdebrowser.nci.nih.gov/CDEBrowser/
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In addition to RIDER leveraging the NCICB informatics infrastructure, several other projects 

within the NCI are looking to use the RIDER database as a use case (such as the In Vivo Imaging 
Workspace chaired by Eliot Siegel an NCI IPA).  We expect significant coordination and synergy 
between these projects which will result in the RIDER project being kept abreast of developments 
within caBIG and even being able to help direct those projects as they develop. 

 
Patient Confidentiality is always an issue in these kinds of studies, but with the MIRC 

software tools for the field centers, sites are able to remove protected health information (PHI) 
fields easily while maintaining unique identifiers for both imaging studies and for other meta-data. 
This allows tracking of other necessary information (demographics, clinical results, treatment 
information) without compromising patient confidentiality and ultimately the linking of image data 
to treatment and outcome data. 

 
All of these tools will allow investigators to focus their efforts on the key aspects of the 

project – what data elements to collect and how to collect them –without having to focus on the 
infrastructure necessary to support this project.  
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5.6 Standardized Methods for Software Performance  
 
 Design issues in standard measurements of software tool. In addition to the research 
issues as outlined in section 5 above, there are matters of the design of the process by which the 
performance of software tools are to be benchmarked and evaluated. These design issues are 
found in a variety of software performance applications, ranging from software assisted medical 
diagnosis to the verification of biometric software such as in face or finger print detection 
developed at NIST. The discussion of evaluation design reflects the results with biometrics reflected 
in the references at the end of this report.  
 
 Factors that need review in collaboration with NIST and FDA include the following: 
 

• Data Sequestration Requirements: The users of lung cancer software diagnostic tools 
need confidence in the performance of the algorithms on the broad variety of imagery likely 
to be encountered in a clinical setting. The application of the tools to imagery distinct from 
that on which the tools were developed provides confidence that performance is not the 
result of tuning to a particular collection of cases. 

• Training and Evaluation Database Requirements: In the design of performance 
benchmarking and evaluation, it is useful to separate the data on which the software 
operates into two sets, a training set and an evaluation set. These classes are distinguished 
in that prior to an evaluation the training set, including all annotations, is broadly available 
to the algorithm developers while the evaluation set is sequestered, and is available only to 
an independent evaluation team, and not to the developers. The process of sequestration is 
used to assure that in the evaluation indicates the performance on new future imagery 
rather than being “tuned” to a particular set of cases. The size of each data set will affect 
the statistical measures of confidence in the results.  

• Governorship and Maintenance of Data Archive: The developers of software tools will 
undoubtedly want access to the sequestered imagery and associated annotations once an 
evaluation is complete. Providing access allows the developer to better understand 
performance and to improve the tools. It is likely that there will be a number of evaluations, 
implying a continuing need to collect new cases for inclusion in the sequestered archive, as 
cases migrate into the training (open) portion of the archive. 

 
Some NIST URL’s of interest related to measurement standards includes the following: 
 
 http://www.frvt.org/DLs/FERET7.pdf
 
 http://www.biometricscatalog.org/documents/Phillips%20FRGC%20-%20Feb%202005-5.pdf  
 
 http://polymers.nist.gov/uploads/dunkers0104.pdf  
  
  
5.7 Engagement and Scientific Role of Industry Stage Holders 
 
 5.7.1 Pharma: Potential Image Data Sources: Industry Drug Trials. The intent is to 
share the RIDER White Paper with industry stakeholders through the office of the FNIH. One of the 
goals is to explore access to privately supported drug trails and in particular trial data were the 
drug is already approved since the image and much of the meta-data has little intellectual property 
(IP). Often this will involve and CRO that manages the drug trial. This data access for say lung 
cancer drug trials would facilitate the following: 

(a) Accelerate the data collection and completion time line of the RIDER project, and permit 
phased collection of image data where changes in the imaging technology can be 
accommodated. 
(b) Permit the accrual of representative data both nationally and internationally. 
 

http://www.frvt.org/DLs/FERET7.pdf
http://www.biometricscatalog.org/documents/Phillips%20FRGC%20-%20Feb%202005-5.pdf
http://polymers.nist.gov/uploads/dunkers0104.pdf
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NCI has therefore collaborated with the RSNA to provide open source software tools (MIRC) so that 
both image and in the near future metadata, to be de identified and collected through most fire 
walls, in an efficient manner with minimal over head. However, the following additional data may 
be needed and further discussions with pharma consortium are necessary as follows: 

(a) Imaging Platform Quality Control Data (Q/C) collected at the clinical sites, where the 
rigor of the Q/C measurements needs to be reviewed in the context of the goals of the 
RIDER resource serving as a reference standard, in particular for PET-CT. 
(b) Metadata collection, in terms of scope, methods for transfer and archiving. 
(d) Outcome data as described in the next section, with an understanding of the longer time 
table and related IP and patient confidentiality issues. 
 

 5.7.2 Correlation of Change Analysis Data with Clinical Outcomes. The RIDER pilot 
project was originally designed to initiate the development of a database to optimize and compare 
the relative performance of change analysis tools, and to collect data from on going drug trials as 
cost effectively as possible, by inclusion of a range of lung cancer drug trials. The rationale for this 
limited scope was the view that we must first fully optimize and compare the performance of 
different of change analysis tools that use many computed features such as lesion volume, shape 
or texture or other pixel based features. This resource would be the first step in evaluation of tools 
for measuring change analysis, but does not answer how the results for the software tool that is 
selected correlates with clinical outcome for a specific drug. Thus there is a need to evaluate the 
selected methods in on going NCI or privately funded clinical trial. However the following issues 
need further discussion with the potential pharma stakeholders: 

(a) Since the anticipated changes in CT or PET scans are expected to be specific to a given 
class of drugs as outlined in section 3.2, the possibility for sharing the results of change 
analysis data could be explored for a given drug class. Since the pharma consortium has 
agreed to explore sharing of software tools for change analysis, this process would help 
Pharma identify the best software tools to employ in their submissions to FDA for a targeted 
class of drugs. 
(b) The potential role of the NCI funded RIDER academic partners, FDA and NIST in these 
efforts needs to be reviewed by Pharma, as there may be a need to establish a consensus 
on the statistical methods to be employed. 
 

 5.7.3 Device and Software Industry: Standards. The IDRI PPP developed by the FNIH 
was initiated in the fall of 2005. The steering committee structure has greatly facilitated scientific 
interactions between academia and the industry members that have included further improvements 
in the imaging protocol, design and content of the IDRI database and its functionality, in particular 
in the context of regulatory approval of application specific tools. 
http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
 
There is therefore a need to review the following standardization issues with industry: 
 

(a) Level of interest in both creating standardized methods for image annotation and mark 
up as well as methods for evaluation of change analysis tools. The IDRI PPP does not 
support the development of standardized methods for assessment of CAD methods for lung 
cancer diagnosis and treatment. However since the end user of these tools involved 
pharma, the are particularly interested in standardized assessment of these software tools 
to permit an objective choice for drug trial submission to the FDA. 
(b) Several of the software industry partners are particularity interested in development of 
data integration tools and integrated solutions for clinical decision making as stated in a 
recent BECON BISTI symposium 2004. 
 (http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm ).  
As reviewed in section 3.2, there is a need to implement data integration methods for lung 
cancer using both laboratory and imaging derived biomarkers, and drug response is an 
excellent clinical model to explore. This symposium and others informatics symposiums held 
in 2006, including the RSNA New Horizon’s lecture, have stressed the need for standardized 

http://www.fnih.org/partners/research_environment/IDRI.shtml
http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm
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methods for data collection and analysis to reduce the sources of uncertainty in 
implementation of data integration methods. NCI CIP and caBIG is exploring targeted 
workshops to engage the IT industry interested in this problem.  
(c) The ACR is convening a meeting to explore uniform acquisition of image data across 
imaging systems as suggested by NCI. As outlined in section 6.3, NCI is exploring how to 
standardize data collection for drug trials for emerging imaging methods such as combined 
MRI/Optical. There is therefore an opportunity to explore further industry collaboration with 
RSNA IHE, NEMA, NIST and NIH, with a few of improving data collection for databases and 
future clinical drug trials. 

 
 

6. NCI and NIH Complementary Initiatives to the RIDER Project. 
 
 6.1 PAR: Industry-Academic Partnerships. A new PAR entitled “Industry Academic 
Partnerships for Translational Research” is under review at NCI with a potential publication date by 
summer 2006, using an R01 funding mechanism. The primary focus of this planned PAR is to 
enhance translational research for targeted clinical investigations. One of the goals is the 
development of public resources to accelerate translation research and creation of standardized 
methodology for data acquisition and analysis. The PAR should provide a means to extend the 
RIDER project using investigator initiated grant submissions over the next several years that may 
include partnerships between academia, the device and pharmaceutical industries, and scientists 
from other government agencies (FDA, NIST, and NSF). 
 
 6.2 The ACR UPICT Initiative. The American College of Radiology (ACR) and NCI Cancer 
Imaging Program mutually recognize imaging's opportunity to contribute key tumor data in clinical 
trials. But imaging's reproducibility as quantitative data is often impaired by a lack of uniformity in 
protocols across the many sites required for patient accrual. Thus consensus on imaging protocols 
used in multi-site clinical trials is needed, particularly for the most widely used oncology tools such 
as CT, MRI, DC-MRI and FDG-PET. Hence the two organizations are proceeding in a complementary 
manner to achieve a goal of developing guidelines for imaging acquisition in clinical trials by a 
process entitled 'UPICT' – Uniform Protocols for Imaging in Clinical Trials. The ACR has convened a 
broad spectrum of participants that include diagnostic radiologists, radiation oncologists, medical 
physicists, clinical trial experts, government agency representatives and appropriate industry 
representatives. The bedrock of this effort recognizes that existing installed imaging technology is 
varied and must reasonably accommodate research imaging procedures in the context of usual 
care. To do so it must acknowledge rapid progress of technology and incorporate change 
management so as to provide periods of stability through predictable, pre-announced version 
control. A goal has been set to provide protocols that can be disseminated by late 2006. 
(http://upict.acr.org). 

   6.3 NCI CTEP: Reorganization of Drug Therapy Trials. In January 2004, the Director 
of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) established the Clinical Trials Working Group (CTWG) to 
advise the National Cancer Advisory Board (NCAB) on whether and in what ways the NCI-
supported national clinical trials enterprise should be restructured to realize the promise of 
molecular medicine for advancing oncologic clinical practice in the 21st century. In June 2005 NCI 
issued its' Report of the Clinical Trials Working Group of the National Cancer Advisory Board, 
Restructuring the National Cancer Clinical Trials Enterprise, (http://integratedtrials.nci.nih.gov/   
and http://integratedtrials.nci.nih.gov/ict/CTWG_report_June2005.pdf)  

The CTWG was a broadly constituted panel with experts from academic research institutions, 
community oncology practices, the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, cancer patient 
advocacy groups, NCI, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS). The CTWG first reached consensus on critical goals for designing a 
restructured national clinical trials enterprise that is not only more efficient and coordinated but 
founded on the best science. One of these goals was to improve standardization of tools and 

http://upict.acr.org/
http://integratedtrials.nci.nih.gov/
http://integratedtrials.nci.nih.gov/ict/CTWG_report_June2005.pdf
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procedures for trial design, data capture, data sharing, and administrative functions to minimize 
duplication of effort. Moreover, it stated that the evaluation of novel targeted therapies, designed 
to be effective against cancers with a specific molecular profile, depends on synergistic integration 
of treatment protocols with modern molecular diagnostic and imaging techniques. The RIDER 
initiative is poised to take on a highly integrated and supportive role in this effort. 

6.4 NCI IRAT: Engagement of Cancer Center Imaging Programs.        
NCI Image Response Assessment Team (IRAT) supplement awards have been administratively 
funded in the fall of 2005 to eight imaging teams in Cancer Centers to advance the role of imaging 
in assessment of response to therapy. In the 2005 NCI-sponsored RFA, 31 Cancer Center 
respondents provided cohesive plans to enhance involvement in quantitative analysis, 
interpretation, and integration of imaging data in response to therapy trials and eight of them were 
funded. Their plans also included a means for regular dissemination and communication of these 
methods with IRAT’s at other institutions in a process managed by the American Association of 
Cancer Institutes (AACI). The long-term objective of these awards was to increase clinical 
collaboration between imaging scientists and oncologic investigators at Cancer Centers. The teams 
are identifying new oncologic imaging research opportunities in clinical trials that warrant multi-
center clinical investigations and plan to integrate imaging data as potential biomarkers or 
candidate surrogate markers in clinical therapeutic trials. FY 2005 funding of eight administrative 
supplement awards totaled $2M.  FY 2006 and FY 2007 funding will continue through the Cancer 
Center program. NCI CIP program is thus exploring how to link the activities of the IRAT program 
with the RIDER project and the NCI Imaging Workspace. 
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	 At the completion of the RIDER development, a publicly accessible database providing “ground truth” of expert reported RECIST (or other methods) markups on multiple scans and associated meta-data will be available for the broader imaging community.  This database will assist the further development of computer algorithms to assess relevant change and the benchmarking their performance. The time table is dependent of the final number of collections sites and rate of data accrual, mark up, and creation of standards for software evaluation, but is expected to take 2-3 years. Also provided will be new information on the many dimensions of image-based truth, fundamentally important to the development and evaluation of change analysis software tools, as required to establish standardized methods.  The RIDER project in its entirety provides immediate and appropriate interfaces with relevant NCI resources, as well as with other federal government agencies such as the FDA and NIST.  The intent is to provide an interface between the imaging and pharmaceutical industries through the Foundation of National Institute of Health (FNIH) in a RIDER PPP, for their considerable expertise and synergy, described in section 5. The intent is to also highlight the importance of creating standardized methods for benchmarking software tools to reduce the sources of uncertainty for the data integration and clinical decision problem, as recommend by a recent BECON-BISTI symposium entitled “Biomedical Informatics for Clinical Decision Support: A Vision for the 21st Century”  June 2004 [ http://www.becon.nih.gov/symposium2004.htm].
	 4.4 Initial Progress on Data Collection. Numerous therapeutic clinical trials are conducted by government and private sponsorship that include imaging at several time points before and after therapy, particularly CT, PET-CT and MRI, where accurate tumor measurement may provide useful indication of disease progress.  Many trials sponsored by NCI’s Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program (CTEP) use network-connected imaging instruments capable of transmitting to a central archive digital studies in DICOM standard format.  Collections of time-sequence patient-studies, de-identified to be HIPAA-compliant, can be made available for computer image processing research. The RIDER pilot project data was therefore initiated on Sept 31st 2004 where the data was obtained from on-going clinical trials, considerably reducing the cost of the development of this public resource.


